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UNION, MAINE — The Pour Farm LLC and Asbury Engineering today announced a joint 

venture to develop an amusement park on 25 acres in Union, ME.   The park, Jankyland, will be 

designed to feel like New Jersey.  The plan calls for 10 rides and attractions, 4 fast food 

restaurants, a 200 seat amphitheater, a motorcycle campground, and 6 acres of parking.  The site 

is located between The Pour Farm brewery and Crawford Pond in Union.  Construction is 

expected to begin in late 2020. 

Rides under development include: Splash-N-Stink, a septic water wave pool; Gastro-Whirl, a 

frantic and violent teacup ride; The Slippery Zipper, an economy zip line that deposits riders 

into Crawford Pond; Eeyore’s Adventure, an interminable donkey ride; Swim with Crappies, a 

dolphin inspired experience with local fish; and Ouch!, an exotic animal petting zoo. 

As part of the deal, the brewery will be demolished to make way for the new parking lot, and the 

last 10 miles of the donkey ride. 

Bill Stinson, owner of The Pour Farm, said that following the issuance of local permits, the 

forest will be clear cut, the hillside will be dynamited, and the whole 25 acres will be paved.  In 

addition, Crawford Stream will be replaced by an underground aqueduct.  “The brewery was a 

good way to get started in Union, but Jankyland will help us deliver the rapid growth our 

shareholders demand.  We’re excited to bring an authentic New Jersey experience to midcoast 

Maine.” 

The Pour Farm LLC (TPFX) of Union, ME is known for making small batch beers with local 

ingredients.  Production of The Pour Farm beer will be moved to Peesquonk, NJ. 

Asbury Engineering (JOVI) of Ocean Grove, NJ is the leading distributor of casino security 

cameras and ankle bracelets in northern New Jersey.  It is not currently licensed to design or 

build safety-critical amusement park rides, but its CEO is taking an online course.  


